
Talk to us. We’re here to help.
Email us at info@pricezoneusa.com or

call us at our toll free number:1.800.698.5070

Customer Service Hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5:30 pm (PST)

NEED ANYTHING?

 GAS ONE
Fuel Your Fire, Fuel Your �irst, Live Outdoors.

/gasoneusawww.gasone.com @gasoneusa

STAINLESS STEEL BREW KETTLE SET
Stainless Steel Brew Kettle 6 PC Set (Available in 32, 40, 64 QT)

 GAS ONE
Fuel Your Fire, Fuel Your �irst, Live Outdoors.

INSTRUCTION MANUAL
(For Model No. BP-32, BP-40, BP-64)

 GAS ONE



HOW TO INSTALL THERMOMETER
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1. Unscrew hex nut and �rst “O” Ring from thermometer.
2. Insert thermometer stem into hole in stockpot wall. 
3. Gently slide “O” Ring onto thermometer stem and over threads.
4. Use one wrench to hold the thermometer in upright position.
Slide hex nut onto thermometer stem and tighten with other wrench.
Do not tighten by holding the dial face of the thermometer, you
could damage the thermometer seals.

HOW TO INSTALL BALL VALVE AND SPIGOT
1. Disassemble all pieces from the Ball Valve and Spigot
2. Insert Nipple into hole in the stockpot wall
3. Gently slide one“Red O Ring” and one Hex Nut onto each
sides of the stockpot wall.
4. Use mini wrench to tighten hex nuts on both sides of the 
stockpot
5. Insert White Silicone “O Ring” onto the outer side of the stockpot.
6. Use Sealing Tape onto the outer side of the nipple.  
7. Twist on the Ball Valve and Spigot until it is tight.
8. Install Lock Nut by twisting it onto the nipple on the inner
side of the stockpot.

*Use sealing tape on
the Nipple on the
outer side of  stockpot
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a. (x1)Stockpot
b. (x1) Lid
c. (x1) False Bottom
d. (x1) Bazooka Screen
e. (x1) Ball Valve & Spigot
f. (x1) �ermometer
g. (x1) Mini Wrench
h. (x1)Set of Spare O Rings
i. (x1) Sealing Tape
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DO NOT use Brew �ermometer for Frying.
Brew �ermometer can not be used for frying because the  temperature indicator is not high enough for use with
hot oil. 
�e face of the thermometer becomes very hot during use. 
Sweat or condensation from cold beverages, if allowed to drip on the cover glass, could cause it to break. 

TO TEST Temperature Reading on THE DIAL
Determine the ambient or room temperature by using a reference thermometer of known accuracy
If thermometers read di�erent temperatures, you will need to reset the brew thermometer

TO RESET Temperature Reading on THE DIAL: 
1. Locate the reset screw on the backside of thermometer. the reset screw can be turned on with a slotted
screwdriver.
2. �e Dial Facing will rotate as the reset screw is turned.
3. Pointer should match temperature on reference thermometer.
NOTE: Turn on dial facing a few degrees left or right. �is thermometer is a sensitive measuring device; rotating
the dial facing up to 360 degrees could alter the accuracy.
4. Once ambient or room temperature is set, the thermometer is ready for installation.

READ BEFORE OPERATING
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If you need help, don’t hesitate to reach out to us on www.gasone.com or call 1.800.698-5070If you need help, don’t hesitate to reach out to us on www.gasone.com or call 1.800.698-5070
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